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Honeywell th8110u1003 screen frozen

Don’t buy a new thermostat until you try this. Yours Should Look Like This Follow these steps and this should work. It did for me. If it doesn’t work, you were going to end up buying a new thermostat anyway. I have some recommendations at the bottom of this post if it doesn’t work. Read the more in depth description that proceeds this list so I can
help you (not prevent you) from breaking something. Remove thermostat from the wallRemove batteries from the back of thermostatGently pry the cover off the frontRemove the screen and circuit boardVery gently pull the two ribbons from the boardReinstall the two ribbons and reassemble the stat Removing The 8000 Pro From The Wall As long as
your thermostat is firmly mounted to the wall this will be an easy task. Grasp the thermostat with both hands, one on each side of the stat. This works best if you pull from the bottom or the top. Either one works well. The stat should come off the base with a firm pull. If that works, go to the next step. If the installer mounted the stat to the sheet rock
only, the base may come off the wall. Don’t worry. This is a good time to fix that. But let’s see if we can fix the stat first. On the top and bottom of the stat in the middle are indentations. Just pry the base from the stat. Remove The Batteries From The Thermostat I guess it’s okay if you don’t because in the next step they will just fall out anyway. Notice
the steel prongs in the middle. Ten of them. Make sure these don’t get out of alignment or bent. If these prongs get bent it will be very difficult to put the thermostat back on the wall because the won’t line up with the connections on the base. Gently Pry The Cover Off The Front I was able to put my thumb nails under the outside edges of the cover
and pop the cover loose. Once even one side comes free from the main body it’s relatively easy to work the rest of the cover free from the base. The plastic in these stats is really strong stuff and I don’t think you can break it by using your finger nails or even a small screw driver. I realize not every one has the right finger nails to do this. Using tools
could leave small abrasions on the plastic, but that’s not a serious thing to worry about. Work at it and it will come off. Remove The Screen And The Circuit Board While holding the stat and looking into the screen, notice the tabs that slightly latch over the circuit board. With your thumbs, pull back the tabs and if you can simultaneously reach your
fingers around the back in the middle, pop the circuit board out of its holder. Now it gets a little more delicate. Very Gently Pull The Two Ribbons From The Board This is the fix. Removing the ribbons and replacing them solved the problem. Probably a poor connection that improved by just pulling the ribbon out and replacing it into it’s socket.
Finding a small pair of needle nose pliers was very helpful. I tried several other methods that seemed just a little scary. Before I attempted to use the pliers, I put some electrical tape on the inside to cushion the contact of the pliers to the ribbon. With a little coaxing the ribbons came loose. Trying to replace the ribbons with my fingers was not going
to happen. The pliers again were the answer. You can feel the ribbon sort of pop into place as you kindly work at it back and forth into the socket. I’m not sure which of the two ribbons was or would be the culprit that had the poor connection. It didn’t seem to matter. The ribbon with the most slack was the easiest to R&R. I imagine if you have come
this far then your are quite capable of the reassembly. We all have our favorites and Honeywell is one of mine. There was a time when I could have taken a hammer to a few of the older models when it came to programming schedules but that day has gone and that process is much easier. I have two stats that I like the most. One is more of a budget
model, but that doesn’t cut it any slack. It’s a great control. It’s Honeywell’s T6 Pro available on Amazon My all time favorite is the 8000 Pro. I have two of them. One at my cabin that’s WiFi so we can warm it up before we go and one in our residence to monitor what’s going on while we’re away. Sort of see what the outside temp is an such. This is
also available at Amazon. Imagine that. Sorry about the image it’s not as good as the T6. You can click on the image or just click here to check out the products and prices. Be sure to match the thermostat to the equipment your have. The part to look for is how many heats and how many cools. The stats are very versatile and can run almost anything
from oil furnaces to gas or heat pumps. Auf Wiedersehen link to Can I Paint My Ductless Mini Split? link to Should HVAC Companies Hire Felons? If your thermostat is wired directly into your home’s electrical system, a blank screen indicates there is no power going to the unit, which means there may be a tripped breaker or a problem with the
wiring. … If this doesn’t resolve the issue, have the thermostat replaced. I have a Honeywell TH8110U1003 that is not responding to touch. RobotPoweredHome is reader-supported. When you buy through links on my blog, I may earn an affiliate commission. As an Amazon Associate, I earn from qualifying purchases.Honeywell Thermostat is the most
used item at my place- the kids jack up the air conditioning system whenever they return from school on a hot day.It also constantly runs in the background whenever we have guests over since my friends want the cool breeze to flow through their hair.This constant manhandling has caused my thermostat to crash a couple of times. The only upside is
that I learned to take care of it when it crashed.There were incidents where the thermostat screen was blank, and it wouldn’t work.I knew that I had to learn to reset my Honeywell Thermostat to make it work again.Here in this post, I have jotted down the reset methods for all the Honeywell Thermostat series models that you might have. To reset
your Honeywell Thermostat, switch it off, remove the batteries, and put them back in reverse polarity: negative terminals facing positive. After 5 seconds, reinsert them the right way.I’ve gone into further detail about Honeywell Thermostats that don’t have batteries, like the T4 Pro Series, T5 Pro Series and T6 Pro Series Therostats.Find the model
number of your Honeywell Thermostat.To reset your Honeywell Thermostat, you must first know its model. The thermostat model number would primarily be located on a label on the front, displayed at the back, or checked through the digital interface. Before resetting, you need to consider the settings and reconfigure them according to the
thermostat’s model number.If the thermostat’s model number is at its back, you’ll have to remove it from the base plate and access it.I’ve installed my Honeywell Thermostat without a C-wire, making this process easier for me.Following are the steps to access the model number at the back of the thermostat:Switch off the circuit using the circuit
breaker if your thermostat is mains powered. If you think that the thermostat is still on (because of battery back up), remove the batteries. Now carefully pull the thermostat from the base plate and make sure you don’t damage the clips and pins. Some of the thermostat models require pulling from the bottom of the device. Note the model number at
the back of the thermostat. Put the thermostat back on to the base plate. How to Reset the Honeywell T5+ / T5 / T6 Pro series Thermostats without BatteriesResetting these thermostats is a little more complicated. Since they don’t have batteries, you can’t just pop them out and put them back in again.The thermostats adapt to the room temperature
automatically. You can customize the settings using the Apple Home-Kit, Voice Commands, or by connecting it to your device through Wi-Fi.The T6 Pro Series model has a cover plate, and the screen lights up when you touch it. This model is similar to the T5 but is slightly bigger. Before you reset the Honeywell thermostat, you have to unlock it
first.Reset to Factory Default SettingsTo reset the Honeywell T5+ / T5 / T6 Pro Series Thermostats to factory default settings, you should follow these steps:Check whether the device is on (it should be on).Press the menu button and hold it for 5 seconds. Now scroll to the left and stop when you see ‘Reset’.Click ‘Select’ on Factory.A message will
appear ‘Are you sure?’Choose Yes on the prompt.Your device will be reset successfully. Reset the Wi-Fi SettingsIf you want to reset the Wi-Fi settings on your Honeywell T5+ / T5 / T6 Pro Series thermostat, follow these steps:Take your smartphone or tablet. Go to settings and close all the Wi-Fi connections and mobile data on your device. Turn on the
Airplane mode. Now launch the Honeywell Home App and choose your device. Access your thermostat’s settings by selecting the COG wheel. Now select ‘reset Wi-Fi’, and the app will guide you throughout the process. Press and hold the temperature display on the thermostat. The thermostat will broadcast its Wi-Fi.Press next on the app to
continue. Now choose the Lyric Network names; the app will inform you about the configuration of the thermostat.Press next to continue. Repair your device to the thermostat by entering the 4-digit display and select ‘done’.Choose the home network, enter the password and select ‘Next’.After the Wi-Fi reset is done, wait for 3 to 5 minutes for the
thermostat and mobile app to synchronize. The thermostat should show its presence on your mobile app now. Reset Thermostat ScheduleThis method will reset your T5+ / T5 / T6 Pro Series models schedules back to factory default settings. Following are the steps:Press the menu icon and hold it.The reset option will appear; select it.Select the
schedule option. The schedule of your thermostat has been reset. Reset HomeKit SettingsIf you want to do a HomeKit reset on the Honeywell T5+ / T5 / T6 thermostats, follow these steps:Press the menu icon button and hold it. Reset will appear; press the symbol. Now select the HomeKit reset by pressing the symbol.The device has been reset. How
to reset the Honeywell Smart & Lyric Round ThermostatsThe Honeywell Smart & Lyric Round Thermostats have an intuitive control system equipped with numerous buttons and control wheels.These thermostats allow you to control your central air conditioner and heater, measure humidity, and also allow you to program the device from anywhere. If
you want to reset the Honeywell Smart & Lyric Round Thermostats, consider these methods:Reset to Factory Default SettingsTo reset the Honeywell Smart & Lyric Round models, follow these steps: Press the ‘Weather button’ and hold it for 5 to 10 seconds. The menu button will appear. Choose ‘Factory reset’ by scrolling down.Select ‘OK’ and then
‘YES’.You have reset the device to factory default settings. Reset the Wi-Fi SettingsIn this section, you’ll learn how to reset the Wi-Fi settings on your Honeywell Smart & Lyric Round Thermostats.Here are the steps to follow:Press the ‘Cloud’ icon and hold it until the scrolling option appears.Scroll down and go to the Wi-Fi option, select it.Again scroll
down and go to the ‘Setup’ option and select it. Wi-Fi reset of the device is complete. Reset HomeKit SettingsTo do a HomeKit reset on your Honeywell Smart & Lyric Round model thermostat, consider these steps:Press the ‘Cloud’ icon and hold it.Scroll down and locate the HomeKit reset option.Select the HomeKit reset option.The reset is
completed. How to reset the Honeywell 9000 Wi-Fi ThermostatThe Honeywell 9000 Wi-Fi thermostat models are equipped with advanced features such as Google Assistant compatibility and voice control. These models also provide notifications and alerts if they detect any incidents at your home.They also allow you to control other thermostats and do
programming depending on the climate zone.If you want to reset this model, have a look at the methods listed below. Reset to Factory Default SettingsTo reset the Honeywell 9000 Wi-Fi thermostat back to default settings, follow these steps along with the user manual instructions:Press the Menu button. Scroll down and locate the preferences.Scroll
down again and find ‘Restore Factory Setting’. Choose ‘YES’. You’re done with the reset. Reset the Wi-Fi SettingsTo reset the Wi-Fi settings on your Honeywell 9000 Wi-Fi thermostat, go through these steps:Go to ‘Menu’.Choose the ‘Wi-Fi Setup’ option.Follow the instructions to reset.The Wi-Fi reset is complete. Reset Thermostat ScheduleIf you want
to reset the thermostat schedule on your Honeywell 9000 Wi-Fi thermostat, follow these steps along with the user manual instructions:Go to ‘Menu’ icon and press and hold it. Select ‘Preferences’ and press and hold it.Select ‘Restore Default Schedule’ and press and hold it.The device’s schedule is now reset. How to reset the Honeywell 6000 Wi-Fi
ThermostatThe Honeywell 6000 Wi-Fi thermostat allows you to control the temperature and navigate remotely.To use this feature, you need to first register yourself by setting up an account on the Honeywell website.If you have this model and need to know how to reset the device, consider these methods.Reset to Factory Default SettingsThe
following steps to reset your Honeywell 6000 Wi-Fi thermostat are based on the user manual.These steps will restore the device to factory default settings:Turn on the device and select ‘Fan’ buttons.Press and hold the Fan buttons.Press and hold the ‘Up’ arrow button and wait for 5 to 10 seconds.Now press and hold the 4th button from the left (it will
change to 90).Now keep on pressing up till the digit turns into ‘1’.Select ‘Done’The device is reset to factory default settings.Reset the Wi-Fi SettingsThis section contains steps to reset the Wi-Fi settings on your Honeywell 6000 Wi-Fi Thermostat:Press the ‘Fan’ and ‘Up’ arrow on your thermostat and hold them.Keep on pressing the following buttons
till it reaches ‘39’ on the left of the screen. Change ‘1’ into ‘0’ by pressing ‘Down’.Select the ‘Done’ button to set up the Wi-Fi.Go to ‘Device Settings’ on your mobile device and locate the available Wi-Fi networks.Select the Wi-Fi name of your thermostat and Number and select ‘Connect’.Go to the ‘Home screen’ and then go to the Honeywell
Thermostat Wi-Fi page for inputting the IP address.Choose your home Wi-Fi networks and select ‘Connect’.If the ‘Connection Success’ message appears, the Wi-Fi reset is successful. Reset Thermostat ScheduleTo reset the schedule of your Honeywell 6000 Wi-Fi thermostat, follow these steps:Press and hold the ‘Up’ arrow and ‘Fan’ buttons.There will
be a number on the left; change it to ‘85’.There will be another number on the right; change it to ‘1’.The schedule of the thermostat is reset. How to reset the Honeywell 8320 & 8580 Wi-Fi thermostatsThe Honeywell 8320 & 8580 Wi-Fi thermostats allow you to control the heating and cooling remotely anytime using smart gadgets.These devices are
equipped with 10-inch LCD screens and also need 4 AAA batteries for operation.If you have these models of thermostats, the following are the methods to reset them.Reset to Factory Default SettingsIn this section, I’ll be explaining how you can reset the Honeywell 8320 & 8580 Wi-Fi thermostats to their factory default settings.Following are the
steps based on the user manual of these models:Check if your thermostat is on (it should be on).Select ‘System’.Select the center black buttons and press and hold them and wait for 5 seconds. Select ‘Restore Factory Settings’. The reset to factory default settings is complete. Reset the Wi-Fi SettingsTo do Wi-Fi settings reset on the Honeywell 8320 &
8580 thermostats, go through these steps:Pop off the faceplate on the router to disconnect it. Unplug the router and wait for a second. Plug it back and connect the faceplate again. Select the ‘System’ button.Press and hold the center buttons till a new screen appears.Change the Number to ‘0900’ on the left side. Change the Number to ‘0’ on the
right side and press ‘done’.Select thermostat Wi-Fi on your computer. Now go back and select your home network. The device’s Wi-Fi settings are reset. Reset Thermostat ScheduleIn this section, you’ll be learning how to reset the thermostat schedule on your Honeywell 8320 & 8580 Wi-Fi thermostat models. Follow these steps:Select ‘System’.Select
and hold the black box in the middle. Change the Number to ‘0165’ on the left. Change the Number to ‘1’ on the right. Select ‘Done’.The thermostat schedule is now reset. How to reset the Honeywell 8321 Wi-Fi ThermostatThe Honeywell 8321 Wi-Fi thermostat is a super-advanced device; it is equipped with fast connectivity and comfort to the
users.The thermostat is ideal for energy-saving and also allows you to manage its settings anytime and anywhere.Following are the different methods to reset this model. Reset to Factory Default SettingsTo reset the Honeywell 8321 thermostat, go through these steps:Select ‘Menu’ and choose ‘Dealer Information’. Go to the bottom and enter the date
code. Select ‘Done’.Scroll down and choose the ‘Installer Options’.Enter the date code.Choose ‘Reset to Default’.Press ‘Yes’. Reset the Wi-Fi SettingsTo reset the Wi-Fi settings on your Honeywell 8321 Wi-Fi thermostat, follow these steps:Select the ‘Menu’.Press the ‘Down’ arrow till the Wi-Fi setup option appears. Choose Wi-Fi setup.The Wi-Fi
settings on the device are reset successfully. Reset Thermostat ScheduleTo schedule reset your Honeywell 8321 Wi-Fi thermostat, follow these steps:Press’ Menu’ and press ‘Down’ arrow till ‘Preferences’ appear. Select ‘Preferences’ and press ‘Down’ arrow buttons till ‘Default Schedule’ appears. Select the ‘Default Schedule’.The device’s schedule is
reset. How to reset the Honeywell T6 Z-Wave ThermostatThe Honeywell T6 Z-Wave thermostat has a large touch screen and needs 3 AA batteries for operation.The device is an energy-saving one and provides excellent comfort to the user. If you want to reset this device, there is only one method which is as follows. Reset Your Thermostat through ZWave ExclusionThe Z-Wave Exclusion method will reset your Honeywell T6 Z-Wave thermostat successfully. Follow these steps:Press’ Menu’ on the thermostat. Scroll to the right or left till you see ‘Resets’.Choose ‘Select’. Scroll to the right or left again till you see ‘Schedule’.Choose ‘Select’.Press ‘Yes’.The device is reset.ConclusionIn most cases,
when there is a problem with the primary heat source, a feature called EM Heat on Honeywell Thermostats is activated. If this doesn’t happen, you’ll have to resort to resetting your Honeywell Thermostat.The Honeywell thermostats allow you to program them according to your heating and cooling requirements and schedule them to switch on and off
accordingly.While replacing your Honeywell Thermostat’s batteries, take care not to reset it by accident by reversing the polarity while inserting fresh batteries into the compartment.Have a 7-day setting or set every day individually according to your preference.You May Also Enjoy Reading:Frequently Asked QuestionsWhy is my Honeywell
thermostat not working?Your Honeywell thermostat stops working due to different issues. Consider the following as the main reasons for the Honeywell thermostat malfunctioning:Batteries are deadAccess door on the HVAC isn’t closed properlyThe circuit breaker might be trippedDoes Honeywell thermostat have a reset button?There is no specific
‘reset button’ on the Honeywell thermostat, but you can restart it by following specific steps. What is the recovery mode on Honeywell thermostat?When a Honeywell thermostat is in recovery mode, it means that previously it was in energy-saving mode and now is recovering from it.During the recovery mode, the thermostat is operating to achieve a
higher or lower temperature than the temperature outside. How do I bypass the recovery mode on a Honeywell thermostat?You can bypass the recovery mode on the Honeywell thermostat by disabling it from the ‘Settings’.However, if you don’t want to disable it altogether, you can program the mode to use on particular days.
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